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      Redwood Wedding Rings

      

      Made to last as long as your vows, for life.
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      Native Wood for Local Good

      

      EVERY SALE PROTECTS REDWOOD FORESTS.
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      Wedding Rings for Watermen

      

      WATERPROOF DURABILITY WITH A LIFETIME WARRANTY.
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          Why We Make It

          Since 2004, we’ve been connecting people with the places they love while providing an opportunity to help protect those places for future generations. Your purchase today protects tomorrow.

          LEARN MORE
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  Beautiful
 The bangle is absolutely beautiful. I bought it for my mom as a gift on my wedding day and she loved it. Highly recommend

 
 
   Morgan Louis 
  04/04/2024 
 
   [image: Redwood Bangle - Rose Gold]   Redwood Bangle - Rose Gold 
  
    
  Smith wedding
 Thank you so much for our beautiful Kauri rings. We love them so much and everyone says they are stunning and a wonderful concept.

 
 
   sunshine Tremain 
  04/02/2024 
 
   [image: Ancient Kauri Thin Tungsten Ring - Yellow Gold]   Ancient Kauri Thin Tungsten Ring - Yellow Gold 
  
    
  Love it
 Beautiful rings! So unique.

 
 
   Chris Rasmussen 
  01/30/2024 
 
   [image: Redwood Classic Tungsten Ring - Gunmetal]   Redwood Classic Tungsten Ring - Gunmetal 
  
    
  BEAUTIFUL ❤️
 This was a gift for Christmas, I received both the Bengal bracelet and the heart pendant necklace and I'm deeply in love with both items! Quality and craftsmanship is just absolutely amazing!! Yes please to know that I can wear it and enjoy it in the shower and hiking and wherever, and that just makes me love it even more. This company is truly amazing, we also ordered a men's link bracelet and he loves it greatly!! You cannot go wrong ordering from this company, the pieces are absolutely awesome!!

 
 
   G.K. 
  01/29/2024 
 
   [image: Redwood Heart Necklace - Rose Gold]   Redwood Heart Necklace - Rose Gold 
  
    
  Love my bracelet!!
 This was a gift for Christmas, I received both the Bengal bracelet and the heart pendant necklace and I'm deeply in love with both items! Quality and craftsmanship is just absolutely amazing!! Yes please to know that I can wear it and enjoy it in the shower and hiking and wherever, and that just makes me love it even more. This company is truly amazing, we also ordered a men's link bracelet and he loves it greatly!! You cannot go wrong ordering from this company, the pieces are absolutely awesome!!

 
 
   G.K. 
  01/29/2024 
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 Hawaiian Koa Wood Cross Necklace

 
 
   Stacy Tancayo 
  01/23/2024 
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  Redwood inlay bands
 Absolutely beautiful. Craftsmanship is amazing

 
 
   Jeff White 
  01/09/2024 
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  Beautiful ring- again
 My husband lost his first ring from 10 years ago. The original was great quality and he loved it! He was so sad when he lost it and we couldn't get the same type, but similar. This one is just a little heavier, but still beautiful, I was thrilled that your company was still alive and well! Very quick shipping!

 
 
   Courtney Rose 
  01/09/2024 
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  Perfect!
 The Koa wood ring is lovely. My husband loves it and it is perfect for him. 

It was shipped out very quickly and we received it sooner than expected, even though we are in another country. Love it!

 
 
   Lynn B 
  01/05/2024 
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  Beautiful
 My husband loved it!

 
 
   Sarah Berg 
  11/30/2023 
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  Awesome money clip
 Love it

 
 
   Linda Davis 
  11/11/2023 
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  Ancient Kauri Classic Tungsten Ring - Gunmetal Brushed
 The ring is beautiful.  The sizing was spot on and matches what I had sized my finger to be at the local jewelry shop.


Thank you very much!  I can't wait to wear this ring when I get married next year!

 
 
   Gareth 
  11/02/2023 
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  Great ring - very comfortable
 Really enjoy this KOA ring, fits great and very comfortable

 
 
   Baskin Tapkan 
  10/23/2023 
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  My wife loves this!
 Got this as an anniversary present for my wife, and she loves it! Also, great customer service from the team.

 
 
   Tony D 
  10/17/2023 
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  Excellent customer service
 Ring size was too small. They offered a trade-in for the cost of materials and shipping and comped the shipping when we had trouble using the online form. Highly recommend!

 
 
   Customer 
  10/06/2023 
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          Giving Back

          Through our partnership with One Percent for the Planet, Sequoia Jewelry is building an alliance of customers and nonprofit organizations working towards the common goal of healthier Redwood forest ecosystems.

LEARN MORE
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              Redwood Rings
            


            Redwood titanium and tungsten wedding rings. The most durable authentic Redwood rings on the market. Made to last as long as your vows, for life.


            EXPLORE PRODUCTS
          

        

      

    

  


  
    
      
        
          
            
              Redwood Accessories
            


            Jewelry of the giants. A collection of jewelry designs inspired by the majestic forests of Northern California.
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              Redwood Watches
            


            Waterproof watches with premium Redwood burl faces. Every sale supports environmental initiatives protecting Redwood forests for future generations.
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           Redwood Bangle - Rose Gold    
       Morgan Louis  (Valencia, US)   
    
 Beautiful The bangle is absolutely beautiful. I bought it for my mom as a gift on my wedding day and she loved it. Highly recommend
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           Ancient Kauri Thin Tungsten Ring - Yellow Gold    
       sunshine Tremain  (Auckland, NZ)   
    
 Smith wedding Thank you so much for our beautiful Kauri rings. We love them so much and everyone says they are stunning and a wonderful concept.
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           Redwood Classic Tungsten Ring - Gunmetal    
       Chris Rasmussen  (San Diego, US)   
    
 Love it Beautiful rings! So unique.
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           Redwood Heart Necklace - Rose Gold    
     G.K.  (Riverside, US)   
    
 BEAUTIFUL ❤️ This was a gift for Christmas, I received both the Bengal bracelet and the heart pendant necklace and I'm deeply in love with both items! Quality and craftsmanship is just absolutely amazing!! Yes please to know that I can wear it and enjoy it in the shower and hiking and wherever, and that just makes me love it even more. This company is truly amazing, we also ordered a men's link bracelet and he loves it greatly!! You cannot go wrong ordering from this company, the pieces are absolutely awesome!!
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           Redwood Bangle - Rose Gold    
     G.K.  (Riverside, US)   
    
 Love my bracelet!! This was a gift for Christmas, I received both the Bengal bracelet and the heart pendant necklace and I'm deeply in love with both items! Quality and craftsmanship is just absolutely amazing!! Yes please to know that I can wear it and enjoy it in the shower and hiking and wherever, and that just makes me love it even more. This company is truly amazing, we also ordered a men's link bracelet and he loves it greatly!! You cannot go wrong ordering from this company, the pieces are absolutely awesome!!
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